Project Bag Class
Saturday, June 24th
2:00 – 5:00 pm
$ 15/person Level – All
Kits available from instructor upon request for an additional fee
Instructor: Betsy Speer Please make checks payable to Betsy
Minimum of 3 Maximum of 10

The pattern includes instructions for 4 sizes of fabric project bags with see through vinyl
windows to allow you to see the projects kept in the bag.
Sizes include small(6" high by 10"wide), medium(10" high by 12"wide), large(13"high by
13"wide) and extra large(16"high by 16"wide).
In class we will be making the large or the extra large bags'
Supplies needed:
Large bag - Main fabric for the back of the bag - fat quarter, Lining fabric - fat quarter,
Contrasting fabric for the borders, handles and binding - 1/4 yard,
Coordinating fabric for the pieced border - scraps of 8 fabrics - 2 1/4 " by 3 3/4 ', Foam
stabilizer( By Annies soft and stable or similar product) 15"by 15", two 14" or longer
zippers ( heavy duty can be
used), and Heavyweight clear vinyl - 7 1/4 " by 13 1/2 "
Extra Large bag - Main fabric - fat quarter, Lining fabric - 1/2 yard, Contrasting fabric 1/4 yard, Coordinating fabric - scraps of 8 fabrics 4 1/2 " by 2 1/2", 18"by 18" foam
stabilizer,
two 18" or longer zippers
NOTE: 1/3 yard of heavyweight vinyl and one package of 18' by 58" Soft and
Stable foam stabilizer will make one of each size bag or three of the larger bags.
The instructor will have kits of vinyl and stabilizer available for sale for $8 a kit for
the large an extra large size bags. Please let the staff at Patricia's know how
many kits you would like to purchase when you sign up for the class if you want
to purchase these supplies from the instructor.

Required before class:

cut out all the pieces and quilt the back of the
bag/bags before coming that day. Iron all your pieces as well.

The wonder clips are definitely a plus when working with the vinyl.
I also would suggest having a larger pair of scissors. I used them to trim the vinyl
before I sewed on the binding.
I would suggest you also have an extra machine needle on hand just in case they run
into a problem sewing over a heavy duty zipper.

